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Abstract

The numerical simulation of hypersonic atmospheric entry flows is a challenging

problem. Prediction of quantities of interest, such as surface heat flux and pres-

sure, is strongly influenced by the mesh quality using conventional second-order

spatial accuracy schemes, while depending on the boundary conditions, which

generally suffer from uncertainty. This paper explores these two aspects, illus-

trating a CFD study on the forebody of the EXPERT vehicle of the European

Space Agency employing the US3D solver.

When hypersonic simulations are carried out, the mesh quality is generally as-

sessed by checking that the difference in the quantities of interest, from a finer

mesh to a coarser one, is below a fixed threshold. By contrast, in this work

the numerical error on quantities of interest is systematically computed using

four nested meshes. It is shown that grid adaptation tools guarantees a bet-

ter trend of the numerical error and improves the order of convergence. This

behavior translates into having less numerical uncertainty associated with the

estimate of the quantity of interest. Secondly, boundary condition uncertainties

are propagated, and a surrogate model is built for the four nested meshes for

each quantity of interest. While it is common to use grid independent solutions

for its building, it may be wise to compare the grid numerical uncertainty to
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the one induced by the propagation study to relax this constrain. In this work,

the impact of the numerical uncertainty turned out to be at least one order

of magnitude less than the model variability for the chosen uncertainty space,

guarantying the robustness of the surrogate model even if built on the the coars-

est grid, with consequent improvement in the computational performance.

It is also shown that the importance of numerical uncertainty is reduced more

by adapting the grid than by refining it. The study also pointed out how the

systematic use of grid adaptation should avoid carbuncle effects that may com-

promise a correct heat flux estimation, with consequent impact on the surrogate

model building and numerical uncertainties.

Keywords: atmospheric entry flows, uncertainty quantification, surrogate

model, numerical error.

1. Introduction

The numerical simulation of hypersonic flows, encountered for example in

atmospheric entry applications [1, 2], is a challenging problem, especially when

the goal is to obtain reliable and accurate thermal loads predictions at the entry

vehicle’s forebody. In this context, practitioners and experts of hypersonic flows

simulations know the importance of using a good computational grid to obtain

accurate results. It was pointed out [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] that for conventional

second-order spatial accuracy schemes:

• A grid-independent solution for the pressure estimation may be inadequate

for the heat flux.

• A sonic Reynolds number at the wall should be kept under the unity to

compute the heat flux.

• Heat transfer prediction is not affected too much on how well resolved the

shock is, but the grid must be aligned to this.

• Cells high aspect ratio in the shock region improves the estimation of the

heat flux (cells stretched in shock direction).
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• The choice of grid distribution depends on the numerical scheme: high

dissipation schemes require higher density in the boundary layer, while

low dissipation schemes need a higher quality in the shock region.

• Viscous and thermal layer are better resolved when the grid is orthogonal

near the surface.

For these reasons, an excellent computational grid is a result of some grid adap-

tation tools and the expertise and the monitoring of an expert user [6, 9]. This

expert-based strategy is normally used to produce a limited number of simu-

lations in well-defined input conditions. The computational grid is carefully

designed and adapted for the best accuracy in each case.

It is also important to note that it is not always true that a converged solu-

tion in time does imply a correct solution. It may be affected by modeling and

numerical error. The first one is related to high-temperature effects (thermo-

chemical non-equilibrium, diffusion processes, etc.), compressible effects (shock,

stability, etc.), and boundary conditions (surface ablation/catalysis, etc.). The

second one is related to the numerical grid used to discretize the physical do-

main, provided with well-suited numerical schemes. The two sources of error

are coupled [10]: for example, transport proprieties rely on the computation of

gradients, whose accuracy depends on the numerical grid. Such an error can be

estimated by performing a rigorous grid refinement study. Nevertheless, when

hypersonic simulations are carried out, generally one is interested in obtaining

a grid-independent solution. Thus, this error is normally treated in a rather

pragmatic way. In fact, the analysis is commonly reduced in checking that a

given quantity of interest does not notably vary between two or more differently

refined mesh. By contrast, in this study, we are interested in a formal esti-

mation of the error, which would allow to choose the most efficient numerical

grid producing adequate results. Up to authors knowledge few works [11, 12]

addressed specifically this topic.

On the other hand, the modeling error can be considered by performing Uncer-

tainty Quantification (UQ) studies. This framework must evaluate the output
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quantities at several (also thousands) configurations of the uncertain input vari-

ables. Even if the associated computational cost can be alleviated by replacing

the CFD model with a surrogate one, many simulations of the flow are still

needed for its training. Each training simulation has to be carried out with dif-

ferent values of input parameters, for example, freestream values. It is clear that

in this case, the user-based monitoring of the convergence of the solution is much

more complex, and it can be impossible to think about doing non-automated

interventions to improve the quality of the computational grid. Nonetheless,

also for these applications, it is critical to have sufficiently accurate and reliable

evaluations of the outputs; otherwise, fluctuations caused by numerical errors

could be misinterpreted as variations due to input uncertainties or yield difficul-

ties in the training of the surrogate model. Concerning this topic, it is essential

to note that uncertainty propagation through a CFD code is often performed

using a fixed mesh. In this case, a converged and well-refined mesh in nom-

inal conditions can be reasonably regarded converged if some relatively small

variations of the operating conditions are considered. This approach is usually

sufficient in the absence of shock waves and non-hypersonic flows [13, 14], but

it has also been used for hypersonic flows [15, 16]. In particular, in [17], a fixed

computational grid, carefully adapted and refined for the nominal conditions,

was used to perform all the simulations in the perturbed conditions required for

the uncertainty study and the construction of a surrogate model. However, this

approach can yield highly inaccurate results in hypersonic reacting flows over

blunt bodies.

When considering uncertainties on some input parameters, the values of free

stream conditions, such as free stream velocity or Mach number, may be sub-

ject to variations, leading to different shock stand-off distances for each sample

of input parameters. This phenomenon can cause a mesh/shock misalignment

and bad simulation results, provoking poor heat flux trends. When using a

second-order finite-volume discretization method, a proper alignment between

the shock and the discretization grid is essential to get a meaningful solution

[18, 19].
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This fact becomes especially challenging for UQ applications, where, to make

the required simulations more affordable, one would prefer using grids that are

automatically generated and not excessively refined.

We thus propose to perform a rigorous assessment of the effects of the numerical

error, dependent on the mesh refinement and the uncertainties on predicting the

surface pressure and heat flux on the forebody of the EXPERT vehicle [20, 21].

The two aspects are tackled separately.

First, a grid convergence study is performed on four nested meshes imposing

the nominal conditions to evaluate each grid’s numerical error and uncertainty.

The impact of employing adaptation tools on its characterization is also inves-

tigated.

Anyway, when performing a UQ study, using a grid that produces relatively

small uncertainty may be a waste of computational budget when the variability

induced by the boundary conditions uncertainties still dominate the prediction.

For this reason, these uncertainties are propagated to estimate the variability

of the quantities of interest. The latter can then be compared to the averaged

numerical uncertainty to choose the best mesh employed in a UQ framework.

The importance of using adaptation tools is also investigated when it comes to

train a surrogate model.

The work is structured as follows: firstly in Section 2, the CFD solver and the

simulation details are given. In Section 3, the error for each used numerical

domain is characterized, while in Section 4 some insights about the surrogate

models and their construction are shown. The grid convergence of statistical

moments is presented, together with comparing the output standard deviation

and the numerical uncertainty. Finally, Section 5 draws some conclusions and

perspectives.

2. Numerical simulations and mesh adaptation

The results of this paper rely on the US3D software, which solves chemical

reacting Navier-Stokes equations in a three-dimensional finite-volume frame-
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work [22]. In this study, the numerical fluxes are computed according to the

modified Steger-Warming scheme [23] with a MUSCL [24] approach to obtain

second-order accuracy. The vehicle forebody flow field can be reasonably as-

sumed to be laminar and steady. Thus, turbulence was not accounted for,

neither in the modeling nor in the mesh size, and the Data Parallel Line Relax-

ation (DPLR [25]) time integration was employed to ensure rapid convergence

to steady-state. All simulations were run until a drop of around 8 order of mag-

nitude in the iterative residual was achieved. The high scalability and efficiency

of the solver allows to reduce the computational time for each simulation, lead-

ing UQ study to be performed very cost efficiently.

The MUTATION++ library [26], already coupled to US3D in a previous work [27],

is used for the closure of: I) Transport (viscosity, thermal conductivity, diffu-

sive fluxes), II) Gas chemistry, and III) Gas-Surface interaction. Gas finite rate

chemistry relies on the Park’s mechanism [28] applied to a mixture of five species

air (S = [N, O, NO, N2, O2]).

The surface recombination reactions, promoted by the catalytic property of the

reusable Thermal Protection System (TPS) material, were accounted for; specif-

ically, O + O → O2 and N + N → N2. The surface was thus modeled imposing

a surface mass-energy balance:

ω̇i = ji · n, ∀i ∈ S, (1)∑
i∈S

jihi · n− λ∇T · n = Srad, (2)

where ω̇i is the chemical production term, ji the species diffusion flux, n the

normal to the surface, hi the species enthalpy, λ the thermal conductivity and

Srad = σϵT 4 the radiative energy flux (being the surface emissivity ϵ = 0.9,

and the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, σ). The chemical production term was

computed using a phenomenological approach, i.e. specifying the probability,

γ, that a given surface reaction occurs. It reads:

ω̇i = miγiNi, (3)
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Table 1: Nominal conditions and associated uniform uncertainties for free stream density, ρ∞,

free stream velocity, u∞, and recombination probability, γ

Variable Nominal value Distribution Minimum Maximum

ρ∞ [kg/m3] 2.88 10−4 Uniform 2.30 10−4 3.46 10−4

u∞ [m/s] 4868.6 Uniform 3985.8 5842.3

γ [-] 0.0015 Uniform 0.001 0.002

where Ni is the number flux of species i impinging the wall: a probability of

one indicates that all the atoms recombines at the surface, while a probability

of zero implies that no reaction occurs.

The set of equations 1 and 2 is solved by means of the gas-surface interaction

module of MUTATION++ [29]. It returns to the CFD solver the partial densi-

ties at the wall and its temperature, Tw. Their extrapolated values are imposed

in the ghost cells as boundary condition.

In this work, we decided to simulate the entry flow of the EXPERT vehicle,

using the same nominal free stream conditions as in [17], reported in table 1.

In these conditions (Mach number around 15), a strong bow shock develops in

front of the vehicle, as plotted in fig. 1, to adequate the streamlines to its shape.

The consequent increase of temperature, fig. 2, drives the molecules dissociation

into atoms. These diffuse through the boundary layer and partially recombine

because of the temperature drop and the catalytic activity of the surface.

The starting nominal computational grid contains 39x41 nodes; other three

finer grids were obtained by progressively doubling the nodes in both the di-

rection to obtain geometrically similar meshes. The set of four nested grids,

reported in table 2, allows to assess the spacial convergence and error of the

quantities of interest. The normalized characteristic length, hi/h1, the wall-

normal distance of the first cell at the stagnation point, ∆n, and the average

time for 5.000 iterations to be performed on 16 cores are provided in the same

table.
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Figure 1: Mach contour at nominal condi-

tion. A strong bow shock develops in front

of the vehicle to adequate the streamlines

to the body shape.
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Figure 2: Temperature (left) and mass

fractions (right) values along the stagna-

tion line at nominal condition. The jump

in temperature consequent to the shock

drives the molecules dissociation. The re-

sulting atoms diffuse through the bound-

ary layer and partially recombine because

of the temperature drop and the catalytic

activity of the surface.

In the same table is also reported the value of the sonic Reynolds number in the

stagnation point cell; it is defined as:

Rec =
∆nρa

µw
, (4)

where ρ is the mixture density, a the wall sonic velocity, and µw the surface

viscosity, which depend on the wall state, and, thus, on the mass-energy balance

imposed as boundary condition. As a general rule of thumb, hypersonic heat

fluxes are well computed using a first normal spacing of 10−6 m; anyway it was

shown that this value is affected, for example, by the surface temperature [8].

A better criteria of convergence is the sonic Reynolds number, which should be

kept lower than the unity [3, 4].

The mesh III and the mesh IV are showed, respectively, in fig. 3a and 3b:

exploiting the axi-symmetry of the flow, the 3D problem is reduced to a 2D

configuration; further reduction of the computational cost was achieved by sim-

ulating only the half part of the 2D domain.

As mentioned in the Introduction, the generation of a good mesh is a chal-
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Table 2: Numerical grids used in the study: tag of the mesh, number of nodes, number of cells,

normalized characteristic length, hi/h1, wall-normal distance of the first cell at the stagnation

point, ∆n, sonic Reynolds number based on the first physical cell, and time required to perform

5.000 iterations on 16 cores.

Mesh Nodes Cells hi/h1 ∆n [m] Rec Time [s]

I 305x321 97280 1 1.25 10−6 0.2 ≈ 2490

II 153x161 24320 2 2.50 10−6 0.4 ≈ 675

III 77x81 6080 4 5.00 10−6 0.8 ≈ 205

IV 39x41 1520 8 1.00 10−5 1.6 ≈ 90
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Figure 3: Numerical grids used in the study: number of nodes halved in the both the directions

and effect of mesh adaptation tool.
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(b) Adapted.

Figure 4: Zoom of the Mach contour on the mesh IV: the adaptation tool improves grid-shock

alignment.

lenging task for hypersonic simulations: it is essential to align the grid to the

shock [3]. This good practice reduces the magnitude of spurious numerical error

produced across the shock, that, being propagated downstream, affects the cor-

rect evaluation of surface proprieties [6]. This aspect is particularly crucial in a

UQ context, where building a correct mesh for each studied condition sounds as

an unaffordable effort. For this reason, we used US3D “tailoring” routine [22]:

once the simulation is converged on a nominal grid, the routine computes the

position of the shock and the numerical grid is aligned. The simulation is then

converged on the new grid. As it can be appreciate in fig. 4, the “tailoring”

tool allows to capture a much less diffuse shock, improving after-shock flow

predictions. An example of “tailored” is shown on fig. 3c.

3. Numerical error and uncertainty

When conservation laws are solved on a discretized representation of the

physical domain, a numerical error, ϵϕ, is inherited by the solution. This error

is a function of the grid density: it approaches zero as the cell dimension ap-

proaches the infinitesimal size.

While in deterministic simulations, one is interested in estimating a grid-independent

solution, i.e. a solution for which the discretization error is negligible, in a UQ
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framework, it is possible to relax this constrain and to use a grid whose numeri-

cal uncertainty on a quantity of interest is significantly lower than the variability

induced by the uncertainties.

Several methodologies for estimating such an error has been proposed in the

literature. Historically, the first method was proposed by Richardson [30]: the

numerical error, and, thus, the extrapolated solution, can be characterized us-

ing the solution of two nested meshes. This method assumes that the order of

convergence of the numerical scheme is known and respected. To get rid of this

assumption, Roache [31] proposed to use three grids for closing the system. In

this study, we followed the procedure proposed by Eça [32]. Unlike the first two

methods, the latter can be applied even outside the asymptotic range of spacial

convergence. Considering the only highest order term, the numerical error can

be approximated as:

ϵϕ ≈ δRE = ϕi − ϕ0 = αhp
i . (5)

The quantity ϕi is a flow quantity of interest at the grid refinement i, ϕ0, the

estimate of the exact solution, α, a constant to be determined, hi, the typical

cell size and p is the observed order of grid convergence, that, in general, may

be different from the formal one.

When the “exact” solution of the quantity of interest is not known in closed

form, eq. (5) can be rearranged as follow:

ϕi = ϕ0 + αhp
i . (6)

The three unknowns (ϕ0, α, and p) can be then estimated by using the solution

of at least 4 meshes, and fitting the law by minimizing the standard deviation, σ.

A positive value of order of convergence (p) guarantees a monotonic convergence,

in contrast, a negative value indicates a monotonic divergence.

The method allows the numerical uncertainty associated to each mesh to be

computed as:

Uϕ(ϕi) =

Fsϵϕ(ϕi) + σ + |ϕi − ϕfit|, if σ < ∆ϕ

3 σ
∆ϕ

(ϵϕ(ϕi) + σ + |ϕi − ϕfit|), otherwise

, (7)
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where ∆ϕ = (ϕmax
i − ϕmin

i )/(ng − 1) is a data range parameter which measures

how distant the solutions are. Fs is a safety factor: when we have an order

of convergence comparable to the theoretical one (0.5 ≤ p < 2.1) and a good

quality of the fit (σ < ∆ϕ), we can safely rely on the error estimate and we

prescribe a small safety factor, equal to 1.25. Contrary, the solutions lay outside

the asymptotic range of convergence, and, thus, we prescribe a higher safety

factor, equal to 3. Compared to other methods, such as the GCI method by

Roache [31], this procedure takes into account also the uncertainty due to the

scatter of data, and, being more conservative, is to be preferred in practical

application, when there is not guaranty to always be in the asymptotic range.

The four meshes listed in table 2 were used to compute the numerical error

relative to the nominal condition reported in table 1; the results are obtained

both for the adapted grids (later shown with solid lines) and for the original

ones (later shown with dashed lines).

The angular distribution of pressure and heat flux are, respectively, plotted in

fig. 5a and 5b; One can see the most of the numerical error concentrates around

the stagnation point, where the quantities of interest reach their maximum

value. Their grid dependency was investigated both as stagnation point value

and as integrated value along the surface.

Equation (6) was used to compute the numerical error relative to the stag-

nation and integrated pressure (force), as these values fall in the monotonically

convergent range. The normalized values ( 100 · |ϕi−ϕ0

ϕ0
|) are shown respectively

in fig. 6a and 6c, while the corresponding orders of convergence are given on ta-

ble 3. In this case, the grid adaptation tool improves the orders of convergence.

These values turn out to be lower than the theoretical value of 2, expected from

the MUSCL recontraction. Two main reasons compete in the corruption of the

order:

I) To prevent numerical oscillations from spreading, limiters are generally

employed to decrease the order of the MUSCL extrapolation when a dis-

continuity, such as a shock, is detected. In this case, a mix of first and
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Figure 5: Angular distribution of the quantities of interest for the four meshes in table 2

relative to the nominal conditions reported in table 1. Solution from adapted mesh (A) with

solid line, and from non adapted mesh (NA) in dashed line. The numerical error concentrates

around the stagnation point, where the quantities of interest reach their maximum value.

Table 3: Orders of convergence for the quantities of interest.

pw [Pa] F [N] Q [W]

NA 0.74 0.34 1.60

A 1.63 1.15 1.25

second-order spatial accuracy dominates the flowfield. This behaviour was

already observed by Roy [12] who investigated the spatial convergence of

surface pressure in a Mach 8 flow over a blunt body.

II) The gas-surface interaction module of MUTATION++ [29], used for solv-

ing the mass-energy balance boundary condition, is first-order accurate,

enforcing the first-second order mix.

Unlike these properties, stagnation point heat flux exhibits a non-monotonic

convergence and equation (6) cannot be applied. In such cases, Eça [32] sug-

gested to use a polynomial fit:

ϕi = ϕ0 + α1hi + α2h
2
i . (8)
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Figure 6: Relative error on the quantities of interest as function of the degree of refinement.

Pressure, force and heat load in the monotonic convergence range. The observed order of

convergence increases by employing grid adaption tools for pressure and force. Heat flux

outside the monotonic convergence range, adaptation improves the fit.

The use of a polynomial fit is also justified by the reasons mentioned above:

the error is a mix of first and second-order errors. Similarly to the other two

proprieties, the fitting is improved when the adaptation tool is used, as one can

see from fig. 6b. It is interesting to note that, by contrast, the surface integrates

the value of heat flux is in the monotonic convergence range, fig. 6d.

Equation (7) allows evaluating the numerical uncertainty related to the use of

a given grid, as shown in fig. 7. It can be noticed that the methodology is very

conservative: the uncertainty bars of a coarser mesh contains the ones of a finer

one. The only exception is the heat flux uncertainty bar of the coarsest mesh,

which does not contain the other three due to the use of the polynomial fit.

A second significant effect of adapting the mesh can also be noticed: the un-
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certainty associated with each property decreases as a consequence of a better

fitting and order of convergence.
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Figure 7: Quantities of interest and relative numerical uncertainty as function of the de-

gree of refinement. The methodology is conservative: the uncertainty bars of a coarser grid

consistently contain the finer grid ones; the only exception is the heat flux due to the used

polynomial fit. Adaptation tools systematically reduces the numerical uncertainty.

4. Uncertainty assessment and construction of a surrogate model

This section is devoted to propagating the system uncertainty through the

CFD solver for a chosen computational mesh. Specifically, we estimate the con-

fidence interval of the stagnation pressure and heat flux by propagating the
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uncertain conditions on the free stream density, ρ∞, velocity, u∞, and the re-

combination probability, γ, of the surface of the EXPERT vehicle. For simplicity

and concision, we decided to neglect the uncertainty on the atmospheric chem-

istry model considered in [17]. Compared to the latter work, we changed the

definition of the free stream variables. Notice that this change of variables is

only done for consistency with many reconstructions works in the literature.

Furthermore, it does not modify the underlying problem since the free stream

temperature is fixed to its nominal value and, therefore, uncertainties on the

pressure are proportional to uncertainties on the density. The same can be said

for Mach number and velocity since the fluid is considered a perfect gas. In this

work, uninformative uniform priors are chosen for the rebuilt quantities, namely

of ±20% intervals around the nominal values for the density and the velocity,

and a [0.001; 0.002] interval for γ. The complete list of uncertainties is resumed

in Table 1.

In [17], Polynomial Chaos expansion was used to train surrogate models of

the quantities of interest to accelerate the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)

algorithm used to sample the posterior distribution of the rebuilt quantities.

However, due to the lack of the use of mesh adaptation, the numerical error as-

sociated with the results of heat flux simulations was too high, and the resulting

surrogate model was not physically meaningful (negative heat flux values).

In this work, instead, for practical reasons, we prefer adopting an Ordinary

Kriging surrogate model. The main reason is that it easily allows controlling

the level of trust associated with the CFD training data, allowing for smoothing

the numerical error related to heat flux simulations. Kriging interpolation is a

well-known and widely-used technique for building a surrogate model; a detailed

description of the model can be found in [33, 34, 35, 36]. We will not provide

further details about this method in this work, but the reader can refer to the

cited works for detailed descriptions. We used the UQLab software [37] for the

construction of the surrogate model.

We generated Ns = 80 sampling points with the Sobol technique [38] to train
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the surrogate model, and Nv = 20 with a Latin Hypercube strategy [39] for

verification purposes.

In this study, we decided to pay the price of performing a CFD simulation for

each sampling point and for the mesh I,II,III, and IV in table 2 to assess the

convergence behaviour of statistical moments (mean and standard deviation).

The stagnation pressure and heat flux were extracted from each solution and

used to train a specific surrogate model. The surrogate model allows estimating

the quantities of interest in points belonging to the uncertainty space, different

from the ones used for training; the representation of the models obtained for

the adapted mesh II is plotted in fig. 8. It is interesting to observe the surrogate

(a) Pressure. (b) Heat flux.

Figure 8: Surrogate models obtained for the adapted mesh II using UQLab [37]: no not

physical values are observed.

built using the mesh II when the mesh is not adapted, as in fig. 9a. For the

upper limit of inlet density and velocity, an overshoot in heat flux is evident: it

is a consequence of the poor alignment of the grid to the shock. In particular,

in fig. 9b, we can see how grid adaptation improves the solution, leading to

physically sound values.

Non-physical behavior was thus not present, as instead is reported in [17], where

the surrogate was predicting negative heat flux values in the portion of the range

of variation of the input. We stress out that the improved quality of the surro-

gate model for the heat flux, with respect to [17], is not related to the different
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choice of surrogate modeling technique, but it is indeed connected to the quality

of the training data provided.

Furthermore, to assess the model quality, the values returned by the surrogate

(a) Surrogate model when mesh is not

adapted: not physical increase in the heat flux

is predicted for high values of free stream ve-

locity and density.
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(b) Angular distribution: comparison of

behaviour of adapted and non adapted

mesh for a free stream velocity of 5600

m/s. A not physical increase in the stag-

nation point region is observed when the

mesh is not adapted.

Figure 9: Heat flux obtained using mesh II.

model were compared with those obtained by the CFD on the verification points.

As the QQplots illustrate in fig. 10, the surrogate model performs very well, as

also confirmed by the verification errors, consistently below 10−5. Therefore,

it could be possible to safely exploit the obtained surrogates for several scopes,

e.g. optimization, inverse problem.

Once verified the robustness of the surrogate models, they can be used to

compute statistically meaningful moments, such as the mean, hereafter indicated

with a ·̂ of the QoI, and the standard deviation, indicated with σ(·) of the QoI,

on the bounded uncertainty space of table 1, by means of a Monte Carlo method.

As one can see in fig. 11a, the heat flux mean value of the surrogate model has

the same polynomial behaviour of the heat flux in the nominal case. The same

holds for the model standard deviation plotted in fig. 11b.

At this point it makes sense to compare the standard deviation of the sur-

rogate models and the relative numerical uncertainties. We define an average
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Figure 10: QQplot obtained for the adapted mesh II: the surrogate model is capable to predict

correct values for the verification points.
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Figure 11: Statistical moments of the surrogate model relative to the uncertainty space re-

ported on table 1, as function of the degree of refinement. They follow the same polynomial

behaviour observed in the nominal case.

uncertainty, and a relative standard deviation, associated to each grid (g) and

proprieties (ϕ) as:

Ug(ϕ) =

∑ns

s=0 Ug,s(ϕ)

ns
, (9)

Sg(ϕ) =

√∑ns

s=0(Ug(ϕ)− Ug,s(ϕ))2

ns − 1
, (10)

where Ug,s is the numerical uncertainty associated to each simulation s used to
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train the surrogate model for the numerical grid g. Their values, in the case

of non-adapted and adapted grids, normalized concerning the surrogate model

standard deviation of each grid , (Ug(ϕ) ± Sg(ϕ))/σ(ϕ, hi/h1) · 100, are shown

in fig. 12: small ratios indicates that the numerical uncertainty is negligible

compared to the one induced by the uncertainty input.

As one can see in fig. 12a, the numerical uncertainty associated with the pressure

decreases with the degree of the refinement and it is systematically lower when

the mesh is adapted. Moreover, it can be seen that its magnitude is reduced more

by adapting the grid than by refining it. Furthermore, in the chosen uncertainty

space, even the coarsest non adapted grid has a numerical uncertainty of at least

one order of magnitude lower than the standard deviation, which makes the use

of mesh IV for surface pressure estimate very robust.

Regarding the heat flux, in fig. 12b, the trend is not monotonic as for the

pressure, but the average numerical uncertainty, and the associated standard

deviation, is systematically lower in the case of the adapted grid. Remark that

the significant standard deviation for the non-adapted grid is biased by few

simulations where the carbuncle effect is observed. In this case, as one can

see in fig. 13, the numerical uncertainty is driven high because bad scatter of

the data. Adaptation, preventing the carbuncle effect from spreading, reduces

the numerical uncertainty to acceptable values and is preferred in heat flux

estimates.

5. Conclusion

In this work, we focus on building a surrogate model for representing the

surface pressure and heat flux under boundary condition uncertainties.

In contrast with the common approach adopted in hypersonic simulations to

assess that the quantities of interest do not sensibly vary between 2 or more

differently refined meshes, we performed a systematic grid convergence study

to evaluate the numerical uncertainty expected by using a given mesh. It was

shown that adapting the grid reduces numerical uncertainty related to the esti-
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(a) Pressure. (b) Heat Flux.

Figure 12: Ratio between the averaged grid numerical uncertainty, Ug(ϕ), and the stan-

dard deviation of the associated surrogate model, σ(ϕ, hi/h1), (solid lines) , as function

of the degree of refinement. Normalized standard deviation of grid numerical uncertainty,

(Sg(ϕ)/σ(ϕ, hi/h1)), with opaque area. The numerical uncertainty is systematically lower

when the mesh is adapted.
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Figure 13: Numerical uncertainty as function of the degree of refinement for a free stream

velocity of 5600m/s. It is driven high when carbuncle effect corrupts the solution on non

adapted grids.

mate of a quantity of interest.

Secondly, a surrogate model was built for surface pressure and heat flux by

propagating the system uncertainties. It was shown that adapting the grid sys-

tematically reduces numerical uncertainty; furthermore, adaptation is essential

when carbuncle effects corrupt the solution and thus the convergence trend,

leading to too high numerical uncertainty in the estimate. It was also pointed
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out that training the surrogate models with grid independent solutions may be

not the most efficient strategy. In fact, in the case study, the average numerical

uncertainty turns out to be at least one order of magnitude lower than the UQ-

driven standard deviation, even for the coarsest mesh. Such a numerical grid

can be safely used in a UQ study: a regular behavior of the quantities of in-

terest can be observed with a resulting good quality of the associated surrogate

model. For instance, these cheap surrogates could then be used to accelerate the

resolution of the inverse problem involved in the reconstruction of freestream

density and velocity from stagnation pressure data.

We remind that within this work, we decide to pay the price of simulating

four different meshes. From future perspectives, we will explore using adap-

tive methodologies to balance the numerical and the problem uncertainty to

minimize the computational cost.
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Authors thank the Reviewer to point out the purpose of the paper was not

clear. It is true that no development was carried out, at least on the numer-

ical side. The development is mostly methodological; rather than proposing

new numerical tools, the work aims at combining already existing tools and to
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robustness of the surrogate model even if built on the the coarsest grid, with
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consequent improvement in the computational performance.
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real bibliography study.
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Page 4: Even if the associated computational cost can be alleviated by replacing

the CFD model with a surrogate one, many simulations of the flow are still

needed for its training. Each training simulation has to be carried out with

different values of input parameters, for example, freestream values.

Comment #1.4
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Page 4: In this case, a converged and well-refined mesh in nominal conditions
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operating conditions are considered

Comment #1.5

end of introduction: it is not clear if the authors write an introduction or a

conclusion.

Anticipations of the conclusion have been removed.

Comment #1.6

Section 2, beginning. The authors wrote that they have performed 3D simula-

tions but in fact, because of the symmetry, it is a pseudo 3D, 2D axisymmetric

simulation. And it explains the poor size of the mesh given in tables later (p.

6)

Yes, the consideration is correct. It is also remarked at p.7: exploiting the axi-

symmetry of the flow, the 3D problem is reduced to a 2D configuration; further

reduction of the computational cost was achieved by simulating only the half part

of the 2D domain.
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Are the authors sure that the flow is steady in this configuration? We do not

have any indication about the regime, laminar, transitional or turbulent. The

main assumptions are not really given.

Thank you for the remark. Yes, the forebody flowfield can be values regarded

laminar and steady. In each simulation the iterative residual dropped of around

8 order of magnitude. We included these assumptions in the text.

Page 6: The vehicle forebody flow field can be reasonably assumed to be lami-

nar and steady. Thus, turbulence was not accounted for, neither in the modeling

nor in the mesh size, and the Data Parallel Line Relaxation (DPLR [25]) time

integration was employed to ensure rapid convergence to steady-state. All sim-

ulations were run until a drop of around 8 order of magnitude in the iterative

residual was achieved.

Comment #1.8

What does it means TPS material?

We thank the Reviewer to remark that the acronym was not introduced before.

It stands for Thermal Protection System, the full name has been added.

Page 6: The surface recombination reactions, promoted by the catalytic property

of the reusable Thermal Protection System (TPS) material, were accounted for

Comment #1.9

In this section gamma is given as a probability, but later it is called a catalityc

property (p.12). Is it the same variable with two different interpretation?

The authors thank the reviewer for pointing out this inconsistency in the nomen-

clature. The definition was uniformed: γ is the probability that an atom im-

pinging a catalytic surface is subject to a recombination reaction.
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Page 16: the recombination probability, γ

Its meaning was also better clarified:

Page 6: It reads:

ω̇i = miγiNi, (11)

where Ni is the number flux of species i impinging the wall: a probability of

one indicates that all the atoms recombines at the surface, while a probability

of zero implies that no reaction occurs.

Comment #1.10

Page 7 : typo: mixutre → mixture ?

Corrected.

Page 8: where ρ is the mixture density

Comment #1.11

Same page: does muw depends of the wall temperature? Is the wall temperature

fixed, because it seems that radiation is taken into account ? please explain the

boundary conditions better.

Yes, it, as well as density and wall sonic velocity, depends on the wall temper-

ature, which is computed by means of a radiative equilibrium condition. The

dependency was specified:

Page 8: a the wall sonic velocity, and µw the surface viscosity, which depend

on the wall state, and, thus, on the mass-energy balance imposed as boundary

condition.

We also thank you for pointing out that the BC definition was not clear. An

explanation of what is returned by the mass-energy balance, and how it is

imposed in the computation, was incorporated:
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Page 7: The set of equations 1 and 2 is solved by means of the gas-surface

interaction module of MUTATION++ [29]. It returns to the CFD solver the

partial densities at the wall and its temperature, Tw. Their extrapolated values

are imposed in the ghost cells as boundary condition.

Comment #1.12

p.10, eq. 6, please explain the meaning of Fs and Deltaϕ

The description was improved as follow:

Page 11: by minimizing the standard deviation, σ

Page 12: where ∆ϕ = (ϕmax
i − ϕmin

i )/(ng − 1) is a data range parameter which

measures how distant the solutions are. Fs is a safety factor: when we have an

order of convergence comparable to the theoretical one (0.5 ≤ p < 2.1) and a

good quality of the fit (σ < ∆ϕ), we can safely rely on the error estimate and

we prescribe a small safety factor, equal to 1.25. Contrary, the solutions lay

outside the asymptotic range of convergence, and, thus, we prescribe a higher

safety factor, equal to 3.

Comment #1.13

p.10 typo gird → grid

Fixed.

Page 12: Their grid dependency was investigated both as stagnation point value

and as integrated value along the surface

Comment #1.14
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No physical phenomena are discussed from the figure. If we consider the com-

plexity of such a flow it is really strange.

Thank you for remarking this deficit. A description of the physical phenomena

has been added:

Page 7: In these conditions (Mach number around 15), a strong bow shock

develops in front of the vehicle, as plotted in fig. 1, to adequate the streamlines

to its shape. The consequent increase of temperature, fig. 2, drives the molecules

dissociation into atoms. These diffuse through the boundary layer and partially

recombine because of the temperature drop and the catalytic activity of the

surface.

Comment #1.15

p.14 gamma definition unclear

We thank you for pointing out the discrepancy in gamma definition. We im-

proved it, as answered to comment 9.

Comment #1.16

p. 14 What is MCMC ? (related to Monte Carlo method ?)

We thank the Reviewer to remark that the acronym was not introduced before.

It stands for Markov Chain Monte Carlo, the full name was added.

Page 16: to accelerate the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm

Comment #1.17

p.15 It will be interesting to add sampling points on the figure 6)

Yes, it would be interesting to add them. However the Fig.6 is a projection on

the (u/rho) space of the surrogate model, imposing gamma = gamma nominal.

The training points lay in the (u/rho/gamma) space.
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Comment #1.18

figure 8: for fig b, maximum of heat flux is 5 ? it is a nondimensional flux,

please give indications.

The figure was badly trimmed, it is indeed the heat flux. Corrected. Thank you

for the remark.

Page 19: QQplot obtained for the adapted mesh II: the surrogate model is

capable to predict correct values for the verification points.

Comment #1.19

Fig 9: what is is q̂w ? We can see that the order of magnitude is 1e5 but why

the order of magnitude of sigma is so high (1 e4) ?

Thank you for pointing out the nomenclature was not specified. It was

added:

Page 18: Once verified the robustness of the surrogate models, they can be

used to compute statistically meaningful moments, such as the mean, hereafter

indicated with a ·̂ of the QoI, and the standard deviation, indicated with σ(·)

of the QoI, on the bounded uncertainty space of table 1, by means of a Monte

Carlo method.

It is the mean of the output space, given the uncertainties on the table 1. The

standard deviation is high because the value range from less than 1e5 to more

than 6e5, see Fig. 8b

Comment #1.20

The discussion of fig 10 is poor.

We thank the Reviewer for the comment. The fig 10 better discussed by recall-

ing the mathematical nomenclature in the discussion, and by explicating the

purpose of the picture.
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Page 20: Their values, in the case of non-adapted and adapted grids, normal-

ized concerning the surrogate model standard deviation of each grid , (Ug(ϕ)±

Sg(ϕ))/σ(ϕ, hi/h1) · 100, are shown in fig. 12: small ratios indicates that the nu-

merical uncertainty is negligible compared to the one induced by the uncertainty

input

Page 20: the numerical uncertainty associated with the pressure decreases with

the degree of the refinement

Also the caption was improved:

Page 21: Ratio between the averaged grid numerical uncertainty, Ug(ϕ), and the

standard deviation of the associated surrogate model, σ(ϕ, hi/h1), (solid lines) ,

as function of the degree of refinement. Normalized standard deviation of grid

numerical uncertainty, (Sg(ϕ)/σ(ϕ, hi/h1)), with opaque area. The numerical

uncertainty is systematically lower when the mesh is adapted.

Comment #1.21

Finaly the conclusion does not give additional information about the originality

of the work.

Thank you for the remark. Conclusion were improved:

Page 20: In contrast with the common approach adopted in hypersonic simu-

lations to assess that the quantities of interest do not sensibly vary between 2

or more differently refined meshes, we performed a systematic grid convergence

study to evaluate the numerical uncertainty expected by using a given mesh.

and:

Page 21: It was also pointed out that training the surrogate models with grid

independent solutions may be not the most efficient strategy. In fact, in the case

study, the average numerical uncertainty turns out to be at least one order of

magnitude lower than the UQ-driven standard deviation, even for the coarsest
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mesh.

Comment #1.22

Take care of capitals letters (for instance Navier-Stokes instead of navier-stokes)

See refs 1, 2, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, 27 (Ix ?), 29

Thank you to remark this. Capital letters has been corrected.

Comment #1.23

Some references are uncompleted, especially for AIAA publication (ref are on

Arc website for AIAA conference) See refs (9, 11, 13, 17, 18 (journal?), 20,

Comment #1.24

Different styles are used for figures, even for simple 2D plots. That must be

improved. See fig 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11

All fonts have been uniformed to Latex font for all the plots. Only Tecplot font

was not updated, Fig. 3 and 4. Fig. 10 style was uniformed to the other 2D

plots, as well as the various thickness of the lines.

Comment #1.25

Axis labels too much small : fig 6, 7

Font size increased. Thank you for the remark.

Page 17: Surrogate models obtained for the adapted mesh II using UQLab [37]:

no not physical values are observed.

Comment #1.26

No x-axis label : fig 8

Fixed.
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Page 19: QQplot obtained for the adapted mesh II: the surrogate model is

capable to predict correct values for the verification points.

Comment #1.27

q̂ not explained in fig 9a

Thanks to point it out. It refers to the mean of the surrogate model. The

caption has been improved:

Page 19: Statistical moments of the surrogate model relative to the uncertainty

space reported on table 1, as function of the degree of refinement. They follow

the same polynomial behaviour observed in the nominal case.

Comment #1.28

In several figures hi/h1 instead of hi / h1

Fixed it.

Comment #1.29

Axis caption truncated (y axis, fig. 8b)

Solved.

Page 19: QQplot obtained for the adapted mesh II: the surrogate model is

capable to predict correct values for the verification points.

Comment #1.30

Truncation of figures in fig 1 (along x) (0.3 is cut)

Corrected.
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Page 9: Numerical grids used in the study: number of nodes halved in the both

the directions and effect of mesh adaptation tool.
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